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Western Union

Foundation Gives to

EFE's Acceleration

Fund 

Western Union Foundation generously

contributed over $187,000 to EFE's

Acceleration Fund. The gift will help

EFE achieve our 2025 Strategy by

conducting market research for jobs

and skills in demand and producing

thought leadership on the most promising sectors in Jordan and Palestine (Gaza,

Jerusalem, and West Bank) to respond to market shifts due to COVID-19. Jobs are

needed more than ever with COVID job losses reaching 255 million globally, four times

the number of jobs lost during the 2008 global financial crisis. Read more. 

Join us: More Than a Refugee 

Our next Acceleration Series virtual event will focus on refugee challenges,

opportunities, and employment in MENA.

Bridging Gaps Series

Launch 

From discussing her first job to giving advice about

breaking into the world of work, Broadway actress

Shereen Ahmed has a lot to share. EFE is launching

the Bridging Gap series for Arab American

influencers to share their wisdom with the youth

we serve and spread the word about our mission!

Follow EFE on Instagram to catch all of the videos.

Alumna Opens Accessories

Shop in Tunis 

After completing EFE-Tunisie's Build Your Business
training, Samia Ben Abdallah launched her accessories
business Architect with Artisan. Along the way, she
benefited from EFE support through a loan and a
supportive mentor. Samia recently reached a new
milestone: a shop opening in Tunis! Read her story, and
follow Samia's beautiful work.

Staff Celebrate EFE Core Values 

See what EFE staff had to say about how they live our core values of empowering youth

potential, earning trust, and creating change!

EFE-Saudi Arabia Spreads

Professional Bites 

Throughout Ramadan, EFE-Saudi Arabia hosted

professional trainers and life coaches sharing 30-

minute "professional bites" of advice. Topics ranged

from crafting professional identities to preparing for

the workplace.

Collaborations for EFE

in the UAE and EFE-

Egypt 

EFE in the UAE signed a memorandum of

understanding with Zayed University to enhance cooperation and support the

preparation of Emirati youth for the labor market. EFE-Egypt also recently signed an

MoU with the German-Arab Chamber of Industry and Commerce to provide modules for

TVET students and job seekers that will bridge gaps between educational outcomes and

labor market requirements.

EFE in the News 

Vice Arabia shares interview

advice from EFE's Larissa Qat, 

Ghadeer Khuffash, and

Mohammad Irshaid

David Arkless describes the

power of the EFE model in the

Khaleej Times

Qruis quotes Crescent

Petroleum CEO Majid Jafar on

centering COVID recovery

around youth 

The Financial Post reports

Western Union Foundation's

partnership with EFE to

research post-COVID jobs

EFE SVP Jasmine Nahhas di

Florio explains the need for

workplace inclusion of people

of determiniation in The UAE

News

Western Union

Foundation highlights its

partnership with EFE to provide

opportunities for youth

 Our Impact  

 Give The Gift Of A First Job  
"Education For Employment gave me the right skills and job

opportunities so I could start my life."

– Omar, EFE Alumni 
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